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1:00 Welcome: Harvey Krahn and Kevin Haggerty
Opening Remarks: W. David Pierce

1:10 – 2:15 Surveillance, Categorization and social control
Scott Thompson
“Consequence of Categorization: Surveillance, National Registration and Social Control in Wartime Canada 1939-1947”
Marcella Cassiano
“Economic Development and Social Inequality in China: an analysis from the hukou system perspective”

Susan Cake
“Employment Insurance in Canada: Not All Jobs are Good Jobs”

Arpita Mukherjee:
“Feminization of Labour and the Garment Workers in Bangladesh”

2:20 – 3:20 Defining and opening up
Gary Barron
“An Introduction to Commensuration and its Consequences”

Alanna Cliffe
“Professionalism or the 'Mommy track': Inquiry into the Decision Making of Female Engineering and Medical Students.”

3:20 – 3:30 Refreshment Break

3:30 – 4:30 Potpourri

Jasmine Thomas
“Newcomer Settlement Services in Two Mid-Sized Canadian Cities”

Jillian Paragg
“Canadian-First”: Mixed Race Self-Identification and Canadian Belonging

Terra Manca
“L. Ron Hubbard’s Alternative to the Bomb Shelter: Scientology’s Emergence as a Pseudo-Science During the 1950s”

Jonathan Simmons
“Lifestyle Change in the Skeptical Movement”

4:40 – 5:35 From police to cyber security

Michele Cunha Franco
“The Intentional Homicide Committed in Goiania Brazil in the Years 2007 and 2008 and the Functioning of the Criminal Justice System”

Ajay Sandhu
“Policing’s Backstage: Notes on the Amateur Inspection of Police Officers”

Michael Zajko
“Internet Governance in Canada: Current Trends and Future Threats”

5:35 – 7:00 Refreshments